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Flow characteristics around/behind a porous circular cylinder and porous sphere in a wind tunnel are studied.

The parameters are incoming low velocity (Uin), air ejection velocity (Vw) from the surface of cylinder/sphere,

and dimension/shape of cylinder/sphere. This study is divided into dual parts. First part dealswith low ieldwith

no air ejection from the surface of cylinder/sphere, and the second one deals with the low ield for air ejection

from cylinder/sphere surface. Finally, for each cylinder/sphere, Vw and critical Uin that causes the wake returns

to the rear of cylinder/sphere are correlated into equations, respectively.

© 2018 The Author(s). Published by TAF Publishing.

I. INTRODUCTION

This study is motivated from work of [1, 2]. He found that

a lift-off lame occurs after a wake lame as the incoming

low velocity further increases, then it jumps back in the

form of wake lame again when the velocity continues to

increase. [3] experimentally investigated the lift-off lame,

too. They indicated that the lift-off lame arises because the

high pressures generated at the two lame fronts depress

the vortices behind the cylinder and destroy them eventu-

ally. When the lift-off height is large enough, the vortices

are generated again behind the cylinder. Then, the some-

what unstable lift-off lame front is drawn back by the re-

circulating low to become a wake lame again. However,

no inluence of low structures, which were interacted with

the combustion and vice versa, could be visually observed

in the low ield due to the existence of lame. Therefore,

the present work intends to investigate the cold low ield

around and behind the cylinder/sphere to understand their

inluence on the resultant lames. The experimental set-up

basically is the same as the one used by [3], except the addi-

tions of the smoke-generationwire and laser-sheet lighting,

as shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Schematic coniguration of smoke-generation wire

and laser-sheet lighting

The cold low ield visualization carried out in this study

has dual parts. The irst one is to investigate the low

ield around and behind the cylinder and sphere without

air blowing. In the second part, the air is used and ejected
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from the cylinder and sphere into the incoming air low. The

porous cylinder used in this study has modiied from the

original design of [3, 4] but without cooling groove. The

signiicance of this study is to identify the inluences of in-

coming low velocity (Uin), air ejection velocity (Vw), cylin-

der diameter, and geometric variations of cylinder/sphere

on the low ield around the circular cylinder/sphere. In-

vestigating the effects of these four parameters simultane-

ously in low characteristics around and behind the porous

circular cylinder/sphere are the spotlights. Besides, the re-

sults of the low visualization are described in detail. The

resultant photographs will be introduced to comprehend

the lame behaviors for the cylindrical burners by the inlu-

ence of low structures. In particular, the physical mecha-

nisms of the lift-off lame and the second wake lame are

identiied more clearly. Finally, the low patterns taken by a

digital video are used to measure the separation angle that

originated from the front stagnation point to the separation

point.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

[5] visualized the wake low behind a sphere. He found that

separation from the sphere starts to occur at Re ∼ 24 and

results in the generation of a symmetric vortex ring. Re-

garding the stability of the resultant wake, he observed a

faint periodic motion ‘with a very long period’ at the rear of

vortex ring beginning at Re = 130. [6] investigated the sta-

bility of the symmetric sphere low using a inite-element

method. They found a regular bifurcation, namely, a tran-

sition to steady low, at Re = 210 and naturally suggested

that this corresponds to a transition from the steady, sym-

metric wake to the steady, asymmetric, and double-thread

wake. The observed onset of the shedding regime covered

the range of 290 < Re < 400. [7] and [8] presented the fre-

quency measurements for unsteady wake. As Re was close

to 400 or up to 420, the onset of unsteadiness, a strongly pe-

riodic process, was identiied by the observation of a single

frequency in thewake at a Strouhal number (St) in the range

of 0.15 < St < 0.17. The numerical solutions of the unsteady

low past a sphere was carried out by [9]. They recorded

that the unsteady transition was in the range of 270 < Re <

285. [10] numerically and experimentally investigated an

incompressible viscous luid low past a sphere. Their cal-

culations for Re up to 200 showed a steady, symmetric low

and they agreedwell with the previous experimental obser-

vations. For Re from 210 to 270, a steady, asymmetric low

was found and it was also in agreement with the previous

work. Unsteady low was predicted at Re greater than 270.

[11] utilized numerical simulation to perform the down-

streamwake control behind a cylinder. They studied the ef-

fect of location change of discharge electrode and the dis-

charge electrode radius on the reduction of downstream

wakebehind a circular cylinder. The results showed that the

corona wind can’t diverge the main stream into a circular

cylinder at high Reynolds numbers. [12] experimentally in-

vestigated thewake low behind cylinders with different ta-

per ratios at numerous sub-critical Reynolds numbers. The

taper ratios used were ranged from 0.6 to 1 with an incre-

ment of 0.1. Parameters that they investigated were wind

speed ratios, wake width, and dissipation length at each ta-

per ratio. [13] numerically investigated the use of lags to

decline drag surrounding a cylinder. An unsteady turbulent

simulation procedure was adopted at Re = 20000. The re-

sults showed that the pressure drag was declined with the

use of lags inside the near-wake zone of the circular cylin-

der.

Flow characteristics behind a circular cylinder were mea-

sured and visualized by using a time-resolved particle im-

age velocimetry (TR-PIV) by [14]. The incoming low veloc-

ities they utilized were 5 and 10 m/sec, respectively. De-

tailed low structures were captured in a low Re number

wind tunnel, and the cross section of their wind tunnel was

30x30 cm2. [15] adopted 2D unsteady Computational Fluid

Dynamics (CFD) model to estimate the drag and lift around

a circular cylinder at Re = 189. Turbulence model he uti-

lized was DNS model. The sensitivities and luctuations of

drag and lift were calculated, and further applications were

also discussed. For the applications of civil engineering,

[16] made a detailed review for all types of so-called “cir-

cular cylinder” low characteristics. The irregularities of

cylinder were discussed in detail, and the acting forces that

acted on the cylinderwere also elucidated. Good collections

and comparisons at circular cylinder low ield applications

were revealed. The low behavior over a modiied circular

cylinderwas investigated experimentally by [17]. A stream-

wise slit that paralleled to the inlow air was adopted to

measure its inluence on pressure distributions and aero-

dynamic forces. The effects of slit width were studied, and

the lip-lop characteristics were found, too.

III. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

Basically, the experimental setup consists of a wind tunnel

and porous sintered sphere/cylinder. In particular, the ap-

plications of the smoke-generationwire and the laser-sheet

lighting are used to visualize the cold low ield around and

behind the cylinder/sphere. Figure 2 depicts the entire ex-

perimental structure. The apparatus are described as fol-

lows:
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Fig. 2. Schematic drawing of overall experimental system

A. Wind Tunnel

The wind tunnel is open-circuit and orientated vertically

upwards. The wind tunnel consists of ive components,

which are the blower, diffuser, low straightener, contrac-

tion, and test section. Most of the design concepts are

mainly fromNIST [18]. Inlet velocity of test section is deter-

mined by AMCA 210-85 standard nozzle-method: the vol-

ume low rate is determined and used to deduce the low

velocity. The error in AMCA 210-85 is within 3% when the

velocity is between 0.21m/sec and 3.3 m/sec, but becomes

5%when the velocity is under 0.21 m/sec.

B. Blower

The airlow in the tunnel is suppliedby a variable-frequency

blower, in which frequency is directly converted into de-

sired velocity by converter. In order to avoid the inluence

of vibration, the bases of wind tunnel and blower are sepa-

rated.

C. Diffuser

A 30-cm long diffuser has an inlet cross-section area of

12x12 cm2 and the outlet one is 40x40 cm2. The expansion

ratio based on area is 1:11.

D. Flow Straightener

The inlow from the diffuser is unstable before entering the

contracting section. The purpose of low straightener is to

modulate the inlow to become more stable. It consists of

honeycomb and screen.

E. Contraction Section

The design of contraction section is required to shorten the

duct and reduce boundary layer thickness along the wall as

possible. Its purpose is to provide a uniform low ield into

the test section.

F. Test Section

The test section has a cross section area of 24x4 cm2 and a

length of 30cm. It is made of four sides. In the front and two

adjacent sides, they are equipped with quartz-glass plates

as the observation windows.

Fig. 3. Inlow velocity at each position in the test section
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The downstream of test section is connected to a diffuser

(50 cm long), which can reduce the velocity of exhaust gases

from test section. The vent follows after the diffuser to out-

door. At the rim of test-section entrance, there are seven

holes to let sensors plug into low to conirm its uniformity.

The sensors are hot wires. If the velocities at each position

are closely equal, then it can be certain that the low is uni-

form and stable ahead of the burner, as shown in Figure 3.

G. Porous Sintered Cylinder/Sphere

The porous cylinder is comprised of inner and outer parts.

In the outer part, it is a replaceable piece of porous sintered

stainless steel, with 20 μm pores and a length of 40 ± 0.5

mm. The inner and outer diameters for one of the cylinders

are 14 mm and 20 mm, respectively. Nevertheless, the in-

ner and outer diameters for the other one are 9 mm and 15

mm, respectively. The inner part of the cylinder is a cylin-

drical brass rod with air supply groove. The outer part is

screwed onto the inner part.

The outer diameter of the porous sphere is 15 mm. The

sphere is dug a illister in order to connect to the gas trans-

port line and the diameter and the depth of the illister are

6.35 mm and 9.8 mm, respectively. The transport line is in

horizontal orientation across the stream.

The air is ejected from the surface of cylinder/sphere, and

its low rate is controlled and measured using a digital

mass low controller (MC-2100ENC, Lintec), with a high-

performance microprocessor. The air ejection velocity is

computed by dividing the air volumetric low by the avail-

able air ejection area along cylinder/sphere surface.

H. Smoke-Wire Technique

In the present experiment, a solution of organic oil in water

is adopted to generate the smokes. The diameter of wire is

0.1mmand thewire ismade of stainless steel. The inewire

is heated to vapor the oil by means of an electric current.

The wire is coated uniformly with the oil to make certain

that the smoke is produced evenly along the length of the

wire. A thin sheet of light can be generated easily by using

a cylindrical lens and a light source, like a laser. The power

of laser is 50 mw, and it generates green light. The set-up

position of laser is on the side of test section to visualize the

smoke low from the obverse side, and the height is changed

arbitrarily fromupstreamof the test section. The schematic

coniguration is shown in Figure 1.

I. Visualization System

Adigital video camera (SONYDCR-TRV50) is used to visual-

ize and record the low structures, and the exposure time is

1/30 sec. All images, recorded on a cassette tape, are trans-

mitted to a PC for processing and analysis using Corel Video

Studio software.

J. UncertaintyAnalysis andExperimentalRepeatability

Formulae for evaluating the uncertainty levels here can be

found in [19], and the results of uncertainty analyses are

shown in Table 1. Figure 4 presents the experimental re-

peatability of separation angles between front stagnation

points and separation points at each Re under 15 mm-

diameter cylinder geometry.

TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

Parameters Uncertainty

Di, Do, a, b, L ± 0.5 mm

A ±1.27 %

As,b ± 3.34%

Ac,B (15 mm-diameter cylinder) ± 2.80%

Ac,B (20 mm-diameter cylinder) ± 3.56%

V ̇0 ± 2.2%

Uin ± 2.54%

Vw (15 mm-diameter sphere) ± 3.99%

Vw (15 mm-diameter cylinder) ± 3.56%

Vw (20 mm-diameter cylinder) ± 4.18%

Re (15 mm-diameter cylinder/sphere) ± 4.19%

Re (20 mm-diameter cylinder) ± 3.57%

ρ ± 0.20%

ν (Greek letter) ± 0.09%
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Fig. 4. Diagram of experimental repeatability

For each incoming low velocity, three measured data are

recorded and the corresponding average value, indicated by

a dashed curve, is given as well.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The main subject of the present experiment is to investi-

gate the low patterns around a cylinder/sphere, whichwas

submitted to blow. The interested parameters are incoming

low velocity (Uin), air ejection velocity (Vw), and dimen-

sion/shape of cylinder/sphere. For the cylinder, two differ-

ent diameters of cylinder, which are 15 mm and 20 mm, re-

spectively, are used. Furthermore, the diameter of sphere is

15 mm, and the design of transport line is in horizontal ori-

entation across the stream. The range of Uin is from 0.15

m/sec to 2.29 m/sec. The Vw ranges from 1.41 cm/sec to

2.64 cm/sec for the 15 mm-diameter cylinder, whereas it is

from 1.06 cm/sec to 1.98 cm/sec for the 20 mm-diameter

one. As to the sphere, it is ranged from 1.18 cm/sec to

7.08 cm/sec. However, the low investigations around the

cylinder/spherewithout blowing are carried out irst in the

study. The purpose is to conirm the correctness of the ex-

perimental results in advance. The descriptions are given in

detail as follows:

A. Flows Around and Behind the Cylinder/Sphere with-

out Blowing

1) Flow behaviors for cylinders: The varying parameter for

the case ofD = 15 and 20mm cylinders is the incoming low

velocity. The Reynolds number, Re = (U × D)/ν , where ν

(Greek letter) is the kinematic viscosity of incoming air at

STP condition and is equal to 1.57 × 10−5 m2/s, is ranged

from 143 to 2092 for the 15 mm-diameter cylinder and

those are from 191 to 2356 for the 20 mm-diameter one.

At Re = 143, the vortices behind the cylinder are observed.

At the beginning of smoke generation, the smoke ilaments

springing from the separation points of the cylinder are os-

cillatory. It persists for a few seconds until the downstream

smoke rolls back toward the rear of cylinder. As time goes

on, two vortices in different sizes present. The large one oc-

cupies almost the whole wake behind the cylinder and the

small one is observed only in the left or right of far wake. As

Re is increased to 210, smoke ilaments show the periodic

shedding of vortices. Two different sizes of vortices men-

tioned at the case ofRe = 143 are also observed, but they be-

come more or less the similar size. However, they are hard

to visualize very clearly because of the increase in the in-

coming low velocity, which leads the majority of smoke to

downstream and only the minority of smoke is recirculated

back to the rear of the cylinder. The similar pattern is ob-

served by increasing Re to 372. The Karman vortex street

is shown clearly. Two vortices occupy the wake behind the

cylinder alternately. It can be seen that the pattern seems

to be disintegrated at downstream of the wake. However,

the case of Re = 372 is near the upper limit for stability by

visualization.

At Re = 544, the disintegrations of low pattern at down-
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stream of wake occur earlier than that mentioned previ-

ously, and the vortices in the wake are vague to identify.

They mix up together and become turbulent. Until Re is

up to 2092, the low pattern appears a different type from

the previous one. When Re is between 707 and 2092, the

Karman vortex street becomes invisible by increasing Re

as mentioned previously. For Re = 2092, it is laminar over

the front of the cylinder, then separates downstream, and

breaks up into a turbulent wake further downstream.

For the case of D = 15 and 20 mm-diameter cylinder, the

low patterns for both cases are similar to each other. How-

ever, for the 20mm-diameter cylinder, the critical Re, above

which thewakebreaks up into a turbulent one, is lower than

the corresponding Re for 15 mm-diameter cylinder. The

vortex street is indistinct, and the wake behind the cylin-

der is turbulent at Re = 496. It is due to the rough surface

area of the 20 mm-diameter cylinder is larger than the one

of the 15 mm-diameter cylinder. The rough surface hastens

the wake to become turbulent. Moreover, the low pattern

vibrates on both sides.

2) Flow behaviors for sphere: Unlike two-dimensional

lows, such as the lowover a cylinder, the lowover a sphere

is considered as a three-dimensional low, which is more

complicated. The lowover a porous sphere is based onRe =

143 to 2092, where Re is based on the sphere diameter and

the incoming low velocity Uin, and the kinematic viscosity

ν (Greek letter) of incoming air is the same as the one for

the case of cylinder mentioned previously.

At Re = 143, the wake behind the sphere is steady and sym-

metric. The vortex-ring is observed at the rear of the sphere.

The length of the vortex-ring is approximately equal to di-

ameter of sphere. The front part of vortex-ring is stably at-

tached to the sphere. However, the oscillation is found to

exist at the rear of the vortex-ring. According to the pre-

vious research conducted by [5], he found that when Re is

about 130, the rear of vortex-ring in the wake behind the

sphere begins to oscillate for a very long period. Besides,

he also measured the size of the vortex-ring. The observed

phenomena in the present work are similar to the indings

of [5]. AtRe = 210, thewake behind the sphere is still steady

but becomes asymmetric since the vortex-ring shifts away

from the axis. Moreover, the smokes from the wake form

two parallel threads. The size of vortex-ring is bigger than

the one at Re = 143, and its length is about 1.4D. A similar

wake form is obtained as well at Re = 372. Nevertheless,

the two threads become nonparallel. The vortex-ring grows

and the length is about 1.8D, and it becomesmore andmore

elongated. From these three measurements, it is found that

the size of the vortex-ring is a linear functionof logRe, which

is found by [5].

The onset of unsteady wake is found at Re = 458. The

double-thread wake becomes unstable and inally the vor-

tex begins shedding from the rear of sphere. The vortex-

ring mentioned above is observed in the wake but it is hard

to measure the length of the ring vortex due to the appear-

ance of very slight smoke. The two threads separate and

merge alternately along the axis of the sphere. As Re fur-

ther increases to 621 ∼ 2092, the resultant low patterns

are similar to the one at Re = 458. At this range of Re, the

wake behind the sphere becomes more chaotic.

3) Position of separation: The separation angle, measured

from the front stagnation point to the separation point,

is determined by examining the photos for the cylin-

der/sphere. Figure 5 illustrates the measurement proce-

dure, and the results are presented in Figure 6.

Fig. 5. Deinition of separation angle θ

For the case of 15 mm-diameter sphere, the separation an-

gles are ranged from 105o to 123o. The maximum angle,

123o, is under Re = 143, whereas the minimum one, 105o,

is under Re = 1768. In the range of Re = 143 793, the an-

gle reduces slightlywith an increase inRe. However, a sharp

increase in the separation angle is observed at Re = 870. Be-

yond that Re, the descendent tendency of the angle with in-

creasing Re appears, even though there are some slight os-

cillations observed in the range. It is conirmed that the sep-

aration point moves forward to the front part of sphere as

Re is increased. For the case of cylinder, the unstable oscil-

lation is more apparent than that of the sphere. The sepa-

ration angles are ranged from 95o to 111o for the 15 mm-

diameter cylinder and that from 93o to 116o for the 20mm-

diameter one.
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Fig. 6. Separation angle θ as the function of Re

Under the same diameter, the separation occurrence for the

cylinder is earlier than that for the sphere one because the

low is subjected to more frictional force in cylinder case.

Moreover, the variation of angle with an increase in Re for

the large cylinder ismore intense than the small one. It may

be attributed to the rough surface area which can raise the

levels of turbulence. The descendent tendency of the angle

with the increasing Re is nonexistent in cylinder case.

B. Flows Around and Behind the Cylinder/Sphere with

Blowing

In order to clarify the effects upon the low around cylin-

der/sphere with blowing, several experiments are carried

out. Under various Vw , the resultant low patterns associ-

ated with varying Re are investigated. The low pattern for

each cylinder/sphere with a ixed Vw is described in detail

as follows:

1) Flow behaviors for cylinders: For the case of 15 mm-

diameter cylinder, Vw is set at 1.76 cm/sec to eject air

throughout the whole cylinder surface. At Re = 143, the

wake observed underVw = 1.76 cm/sec is different from the

one under Vw = 0. The separation points are blown off a dis-

tance from the cylinder surface. It looks like the lowaround

a large cylinder relative to the original onewithout blowing.

The smoke ilaments springing from the separation points

oscillate slightly. Eventually, a few smokes in downstream

are drawn into the wake, which does not connect with the

rear of the cylinder. However, the vortices are almost sepa-

rated into both sides of wake because of the blowing effect.

As Re increases to 210, the periodic vortex shedding shows

up. Thewake is observed to approach to the rear of cylinder.

The separation points are still blown off from the surface of

cylinder, but the distance they stand is shorter than that at

Re = 143. The vortices formation in the wake is changed,

too. The vortices at Re = 143 now begin to intermix at Re

= 210, which is due to the great strength of vortices to re-

sist the ejection effect. As Re = 372 is approaching, the ap-

pearance of vortex street becomes obvious. The vortices in

the wake form a similar pattern to the one that the cylin-

der without blowing as mentioned previously. However, it

appears more chaotic. The distance between the wake and

rear surface of cylinder becomes smaller. WhenRe is raised,

the wake approaches toward rear side of the cylinder. As Re

is raised to 907, the wake starts to kiss the surface of cylin-

der. It seems that the cylinder surface has no air blowing,

and this phenomenon is due to the low ield pressure dis-

tribution. As the static pressure for the downstream wake

is higher than the one caused by air ejection from cylinder,

the wake is then pressed back toward the rear side of cylin-

der. Beyond that, the blow-off wake is no longer obtained as

Re is increased further.

For the 20 mm-diameter cylinder, Vw = 1.32 cm/sec is se-

lected. Figure 7 presents the similar lowbehaviors as those

at the situation of D = 15 mm cylinder. In Figure 7(a), as

Re = 191, the low pattern for the cylinder with blowing

is observed. The separation points are not on the cylinder
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surface because of blowing. The smoke ilaments originat-

ing from the separation points oscillate intensely, and the

downstream smokes are drawn into the wake and form the

irregular vortices in the wake.

Fig. 7. Series of low behaviors as a function of Reynolds number (20 mm-diameter cylin-

der, Vw = 1.32 cm/sec)
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The vortices circulate toward the rear of cylinder and inally

become almost horizontal at the front part of wake. The

wake stands a distance from the rear surface of cylinder. As

Re is increased to 280 (see Figure 7(b)), the vortex shedding

is observed. The interval between the wake and the rear of

cylinder reduces. There are two apparent vortices alternat-

ing with each other at the downstream of wake. However,

they become chaotic as soon as they approach the border

between the wake and the cylinder. It is due to the interfer-

ence of blowing with the wake. The appearance of vortex

street is more evident at Re = 496, as shown in Figure 7(c).

The wake approaches the rear of cylinder, and the vortices

in the wake are turbulent. As Re is increased to 726 (Fig-

ure 7(d)), the pattern is disintegrated at the downstream

wake. The vortex street seems to be irregular. However, the

wake does not attach to the rear of cylinder until Re is 1057,

as shown in Figure 7(e). The pattern is similar to the cor-

responding no blowing case, and the reason is the same as

that mentioned previously. Comparing the case of air ejec-

tion from cylinder surfacewith the case of no ejection, it can

be seen that the onset ofRe, abovewhich vortex street is ob-

served, in the former case (with blowing) is greater than the

one in the latter. The onset of Re in Figure 7 is 280, whereas

corresponding Re is no more than 191 under no blowing

condition.

2) Flow behaviors for sphere: Regard to the case of sphere,

Vw = 4.72 cm/sec is selected. At Re = 143, the wake behind

the sphere is shown. At the beginning of smoke genera-

tion, the smoke ilaments spring from the separation points,

which are blown off a height from the surface of sphere. As

time goes on, the downstream smokes are drawn into the

wake and form the symmetric vortex-ring. However, un-

like the vortex-ring mentioned previously which the cylin-

der/sphere is without blowing, the front part of vortex-

ring is not attached to the rear of sphere. Due to the ef-

fect of blowing, the symmetric vortex-ring is separated and

shown a “Λ” shape, and the rear part of vortex-ring oscil-

lates slightly. As Re reaches 210, the wake is still symmet-

ric. The front parts of vortex-ring are close to the rear of

sphere but are not attached either. The “Λ” shape vortex-

ring is not obtained and the vortex-ring seems not to be af-

fected by the blowing. Two threads are formedwith smokes

from the wake and they begin shedding. At Re = 372, the

asymmetric wake is observed, and the vortex-ring shifts off

the axis. The wake is still not connected with the rear sur-

face of sphere. Similar pattern is also observed at Re = 458.

The wake is chaotic; however, no vortex-ring is found but

the vortex street is obvious. The wake is not attached to the

sphereuntilRe=1720. The lowpattern is similar to theone

mentioned previously which the sphere is without blowing.

3) Critical Uin for Cylinder/Sphere: Several Vw are se-

lected to carry out the same experiments as above for the

cylinder/sphere. The critical Uin, above which the wake

starts to return to the rear of cylinder/sphere, as a func-

tion of Vw is shown in Figure 8. From Figure 8, we can

obtain three correlations for 15 mm-diameter cylinder, 20

mm-diameter cylinder, and 15 mm-diameter sphere, re-

spectively. For the case of 15mm-diameter cylinder, the cor-

relation between critical Uin and Vw is as follows:

Uin = −1.8886 + 1.6119× Vw (1)

Similarly, the correlation for 20 mm-diameter cylinder is:

Uin = −1.4299 + 1.7036× Vw (2)

The case for the 15 mm-diameter sphere is also dealt with

the same manner and the correlation is:

Uin = −0.1981 + 0.4459× Vw (3)

The results in Figure 8 manifest that the critical Uin is al-

most linearly varied with Vw no matter what the shape/di-

mension of cylinder/sphere is. However, it is apparent that

the trend of critical Uin under Vw > 1.5 cm/sec exhibits the

following rule: Critical Uin of D = 20 mm cylinder > Criti-

cal Uin of D = 15 mm cylinder > Critical Uin of D = 15 mm

sphere.

It may be attributed to that under a ixed Vw , the ejection

volumetric low rate of 20 mm-diameter cylinder is greater

than the others because of its greater surface area. Large

ejection rate leads to a large static pressure around the sur-

face of cylinder. It also can be seen that the slopes of Equa-

tion 1 and 2 are almost the same. Therefore, a regionmap is

redrawn in Figure 9 in terms of Vw(D/L) and Uin(D/L)0.5

as two parameters, where D and L are diameter and length

of the cylinder, respectively. From Figure 9, the critical Uin

and its corresponding Vw of D = 15 and 20mm cylinder can

derive a dimensionless correlation between Vw(D/L) and

Uin(D/L)0.5 . Furthermore, this correlation is independent

of the diameter of cylinder, and can be expressed as follows:

Uin × (D/L)0.5 = −0.1549+ 1.6447× [Vw × (D/L)]2 (4)

The application of the above equation is discussed in detail

later.
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Fig. 8. Critical Uin as a function of Vw

Fig. 9. Dimensionless critical Uinand its corresponding dimensionless Vw

C. Comparisons with Other Studies

The size of cylinder used in the combustion experiment of

[3] is different from the ones used in this study. Therefore,

Equation 4 is employed to deduce Vw and critical Uin for

the size of cylinder in [3]. The diameter of cylinder used

in [3] is 30 mm and its length = 40 mm is the same as the

ones used herein. The results of the deduction are shown

in Figure 10. The critical Uin, above which the lift-off lame

is drawn back to become a wake lame again, and the corre-

sponding Vw used by [3] are also shown in Figure 10. The

cold low behaviors can correspond to the resultant lame

behaviorsmentioned in [3], which the lift-off lame is trans-

formed into second wake lame, with the same Re. In Fig-
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ure 10, for the case of cold low experiments, the trend for

the variation of criticalUin with the increasing Vw is almost

linear, and the left side of regionmap infers that thewake re-

turns to the rear of cylinder. However, since the low in com-

bustion involves many complicated factors as mentioned in

[3], it can be seen that Vw barely inluences the mechanism

of lift-off lame transforming into second wake lame. The

resultant cold low visualizations in this study just provide

a part of assistance to realize the physical mechanism for

the occurrence of the secondwake lame in [3]. Besides, [1]

found that a large fuel-ejection area of cylinder surface re-

sults in a high criticalUin that causes the lift-off lame drop-

ping back to the second wake lame. This can be analogous

to this study that the bigger cylinder with the greater criti-

cal Uin under a ixed Vw .

The measurements and visualizations are compared with

[14], too. The maximum discrepancy of the low velocity in

the stream-wise direction iswithin 8%, and the average dis-

crepancy is 4.97% at Uin = 10 m/sec. Besides, good agree-

ment in the distribution of low ield behind the circular

cylinder is also revealed.

Fig. 10. Comparison with the combustion experiment of [3]

V. CONCLUSION

Flow over the cylinder/sphere has been carried out in

this study. Wind tunnel, porous circular cylinder, porous

sphere, laser-sheet lighting, and smoke-generation wire

are adopted in this experimental study. This study is di-

vided into dual parts. First part deals with low ield with

no air ejection from the surface of cylinder/sphere, and the

second one deals with the low ield for air ejection from

cylinder/sphere surface. The goal for the irst part is to

compare with other studies to identify the correctness of

the measurements and visualizations.

For each Vw , the resultant low types of cylinder/sphere as-

sociated with changing Reynolds number are studied. At D

=15mm (for cylinder) and Vw = 1.76 cm/sec, as Re is raised

to 907, the wake starts to kiss the surface of cylinder. It

seems that the cylinder surface has no air blowing, and this

phenomenon is due to the low ield pressure distribution.

As the static pressure for the downstream wake is higher

than the one caused by air ejection from cylinder, the wake

is then pressed back toward the rear side of cylinder. Fur-

thermore, several Vw are selected to carry out the similar

experiments, and a correlation between Vw and the critical

inlow velocity, above which the wake returns toward the

rear side of cylinder/sphere, is obtained. The correlation is

as follows:

Uin = −1.8886 + 1.6119× Vw (5)

For the 20 mm-diameter cylinder with Vw = 1.32 cm/sec,

the critical Uin is found at Re = 1057. The low behaviors

for the 20mm-diameter cylinder are similar to those for the

15
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mm-diameter one mentioned previously, and the corre-

lation between Vw and critical Uin for 20 mm-diameter

cylinder is as follows:

Uin = −1.4299 + 1.7036× Vw (6)

According to the criticalUin and its correspondingVw ofD =

15 and 20 mm cylinder, we can derive a dimensionless cor-

relation between Vw(D/L) and Uin(D/L)0.5. Besides, this

correlation is independent of the diameter of cylinder, and

can be depicted as follows:

Uin × (D/L)0.5 = −0.1549+ 1.6447× [Vw × (D/L)]2 (7)

The phenomenon of wake returning to the rear of sphere

as Re increased is also observed. At Vw = 4.72 cm/sec, the

wake is not attached to the sphere until Re = 1 720. Simi-

larly, the correlation between Vw and the criticalUin for the

15 mm-diameter sphere is as follows:

Uin = −0.1981 + 0.4459× Vw (8)

VI. LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK

Due to the fund limitation, the smoke-wire technique is used

to visualize the low ield. Thus, the quality of image is not

good enough, so the use of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV)

is necessary for future detailed low visualizations.
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